Abstract
Introduction
Local structure analysis is closely connected to common analysis called positional analysis in (social) networks and definition of equivalency is prerequisite for positional analysis. There are several types of equivalencies defined, like local role equivalency (LRE), automorphic (AE), regular (RE) and structural equivalency. If we want to define equivalency, we need to understand local structure of the network and vice versa. One way to achieve understanding of this structure and determining structural equivalencies is to use blockmodeling technique, but blockmodeling of large networks can be difficult, very time consuming and problematic, see e.g. [1] and [2] .
Company Network (CN) is such a social network, where actors are represented by companies and connections are representing interactions between them. CN is a little bit different from other kinds of social networks, because the actors are not behaving like common actors in social network. Dynamics of CNs is slower and they do not tend to create connections above certain boundaries (local business) because higher trust is needed than in other social networks. Company Networks also contain a lot of nonstructural data as compositional data and temporal data. This allows us bring to front many improvements and modifications of classic social network analyses. Because of nature of CNs, they are not very dense, but they have local clusters, where density is much bigger. This implies that CN will be characterized by significant local structures. If we can detect local clusters containing these structures, then we can simplify and speed up the process of determining local structure and local role equivalence definition for this type of network. In next chapters we will take a closer look on CN and we propose a workflow of local structure analysis for this specific type of social networks. Presented workflow is composition of weak component clustering analysis, disconnecting of low density clusters and blockmodeling on local structures.
Meso-level Analysis of Organizational Networks
Local structure analysis belongs to the family of meso-level analysis. It examines entities and connections that fall between micro (ego-networks) and macro (global) analysis. With this sort of analysis several researchers dealt with in [3] , [4] , [5] where they analyzed various organizational networks. These networks possess specific global characteristics as low overall densities and presence of specific cohesive subgroups. In organizational networks we can examine relations between local structures (inter-organizational) or we can inspect connections within local structure (intraorganizational) [6] . Common research in this is study of formal or informal organizational relationships, communications or resources' transfers. We, similarly as authors in [7] examined how the organizations interacted with each other, where they considered common individual actors (employees) at different organizations. Other works [8] , [9] , [10] examined intra-organizational networks specifically organizational commitment, organizational identification and interpersonal behavior.
From the point of local structure analysis organizational networks are best described by models of scale-free networks and small world networks [3] , [11] . In works [3] , [12] authors proved that organizational networks exhibit notable characteristics such as specific clusterization and node degree distribution (clustering coefficient distribution increases as the actor degree decreases) and also the phenomenon of "power law" is observable. Many of these networks are heterogeneous and their structure is composed of modules (cohesive groups). This means that within modules there are many connections and only few connections are between modules [13] . For modular networks applies that there are small world networks, but small world networks are not necessarily modular [14] .
Community Detection in Real Networks
This task is very dependent on the nature of the given network. Hierarchical networks have multiscale structure, which implies structures within local structure (nested local structures). In this case it is possible to use "community detection" algorithm without specifying the level number of nested structure or their size (in contrast to conventional partitioning approaches). These algorithms are called modularity based algorithms and best representatives of this family are algorithms by Rosvall and Bergstrom, Louvain, Blondel et al. and Ronhovde and Nussinov [13] . Despite their advantages as low complexity, unspecified modular size, count and scalability, they have some disadvantages like problems with overlapping communities and single-scale modularity [15] . In the work [15] authors also examined correlation between modular small world networks from various fields and separation, density and dynamics and we partially came to similar conclusions as they did in [3] .
So far we mentioned approaches based on modularity of networks. In our work we used different approach based on statistical conclusions [16] namely indirect approach of generalized blockmodeling [17] . As the method of blockmodeling is very resource consuming we proposed a special network decomposition method guided by a method of blockmodeling. In contrary to modularity based approaches blockmodeling requires several input parameters to be set like size of the local structure (minimal and maximal) and also number of partitions. This disadvantage can be suppressed by network pre-analysis or it can be resolved on the fly by parameter optimization in iterative decomposeblockmodel process. As a result it always brings non-overlapping local structures and multi-scale solutions, because the process is automatically scaled to examined structure as part of the parameter optimization process. These advantages of our method will be described later in the article.
Slovak Company Network
Slovak Company Network (SCN) was built and continuously updated e.g. by ITLIS project [18] . Authors of ITLIS aim to save time and costs of their users in finding and processing distributed information. Visualization of this network provides quick look at the direct relationships between people and companies (including companies themselves). SCN summarizes all legal relationships between persons and legal persons. All these legal acts are registered in insertion of particular District Court. On the page of ITLIS project user can find transparent search and visualization tool that lets him/her interactively explore the relationship between the entities. It has also useful analytical tools to help users find hidden relationships and derived information in the original data. This network could be useful mainly to lawyers, investigative journalists, financial analysts, loan providers and risk managers [18] . Data of SCN originate in public accessed sources as Business Register of Slovak Republic (ORSR) [19] , which was collected, aggregated, analyzed and integrated within project ITLIS.eu into one social network. As a result of these efforts large network was created, featuring complete data model, which integrates structural, compositional and temporal (historical) data [20] .
SCN is a complex network similar to 2-mode networks. It distinguishes three types of actors, as well as three types of connections between actors. Actors represent persons, legal entities (organizations) and agents. All organization actors -companies (C) must have its own insertion at District Court. Personal actor (P) can be any person involved in business; all persons involved within boards of companies must have records in insertion of particular company at district court. Agents (A) are actors, which have no insertion in business register, but are mentioned in insertions of other companies. Although it cannot be decided if somebody is a person or legal person in this case, but as a matter of fact it has to be one of them. Usually they are legal persons from other countries.
CN differs from classical 2-mode network in the following aspects. Firstly, it is the presence of agents as third type of actors, but for now we can omit them. So we consider two types of actors: persons (P) and organizations (C). Secondly, beside the existence of connections between P and C (relationship of affiliation of P to C) there is another direct connection between C to C, which is not common in classic 2-mode networks. As third type, we also do not consider connections between A and C. Specialty of agents is that they have no insertion in Business Register [18] , [19] .
Figure 1. Diagram of Social Company Network Analyses

Data preprocessing prior to analyses
To be able to conduct our analysis we need to prepare our data. We will proceed as can be seen on diagram in Figure 1 . Firstly we need to integrate our data (1) . To create complete model of SCN we need to extract and cleanse data from heterogeneous sources like online catalogues (AZEThttp://www.azet.sk/#firmy, etc.), databases (ITLIS [18] , Amadeus [21] ) and registers (ORSR [19] ). To retrieve data we used certain mining techniques (web crawling), form processing and direct access to databases, but we do not focus on them in this paper. Let assume we have all data retrieved and process of data cleansing and integration was done (2) . At this moment we are having our cleaned data stored (3). This homogenous data represent now aggregated social company network (structural, compositional and temporal data) and we call it Slovak Company Raw Network (SCRN). This network contains original data from sources mentioned above. More about this preprocessing you can find in [22] . For next experiments we will transform and select data in different way. In our first experiment "Local Structure Analysis" (LSA) we will try to use as much unmodified data (of SCRN) as possible to show existence of significant local structures in SCN. For this purpose we will briefly describe process of LSA in the following section. More detailed information about this experiment you can find in our papers [22] , [23] .
Common Local Structure in Slovak Company Network
In step of data selection and transformation (4) in Figure 1 we selected data from SCRN which are relevant only to "direct" connections between companies. As a sample for demonstration of common local structures the company to company (C2C) subnet of SCN was taken. This C2C subnet is created by selection of direct connections between companies (organizations). Additional connections could be projected from affiliation network (P to C), but in this case they are not considered [24] . After brief analysis we constrain the network by connection quality. Because one relationship "Limited partnership" has significant share (over 90%) of all connections, in this experiment we used only connections of this type. To speed up the whole analysis process, next step is to remove isolated actors and very simple components like isolated dyads. SCN contains a lot of these components and they do not create any special patterns in local structure. After removal of isolated dyads (circa 23% of actors and 32% of connections of C2C subnet) we created example subnetwork C2C LP*, which we used in our LSA experiment.
Local Structure Analysis
As we have our subnetwork C2C LP* prepared we can start our process of LSA in step (6) . First thing is to inspect how much our network is connected. Using weak component clustering (WCC) analysis [25] for determining connected components we found out, that this network is neither weakly nor strongly connected and there exist a few thousands of weakly connected components [22] .
A network is strongly connected if connections have orientation and every actor is reachable from every other following the directions of the arcs. On the contrary, a network is weakly connected if its underlying undirected network is connected. A weakly connected network can be thought as an undirected network in which every actor is "reachable" from every other but not necessarily following the directions of the arcs. A strong orientation is an orientation that produces a strongly connected oriented network. A weakly connected component is a maximal subnetwork (same meaning as subgraph) of an oriented network such that for every pair of actors a, b in the subnetwork, there is an undirected path from a to b and a directed path from b to a.
Result of WCC analysis showed that, in our network there are many local subnetworks disconnected from the main component (the largest component). In other words it means the network is partially disconnected, which simplifies local structure analysis. Problem is the largest weakly connected component (circa 46% of actors in C2C LP*), which we need to split into smaller components. For this purpose we can use several actor measures. The simplest and effective method is to remove certain actors. We can select them based on actor centrality like in/out degree, total degree, pagerank, betweeness, k-coreness etc. From logical point of view, the most effective way is to select such actors, which connect dense clusters (local structures) in this component (bridges). For this task removing of actors with high betweeness centrality (disregarding direction of connections) proved to be very successful in disconnecting components in global structure with good enough preservation of local structure in our experiment. To properly analyze "large clusters" in network we decided to progress with disconnecting large clusters with process described below.
As we mentioned firstly we took C2C LP* network and run WCC. Based on the results network was split into clusters (weakly connected components). After size analysis of created clusters (weakly connected), we classified clusters into "small and large" cluster groups. We used certain size of cluster as bias, which in our case small clusters are those with size less than 150 actors. Small clusters we kept as they were and then we worked on splitting of large clusters.
As we mentioned before or C2C LP* network has a very low density (~ 4*10 -5 ), same properties have also large disconnected components in this network (from 1*10 -4 to 5*10 -3
). Opposite to large components small ones are quite dense (from 1*10 -2 ). After first iteration of clustering we obtained several thousands of small clusters and one above mentioned large cluster (46% of actors), which was later disconnected as based on the fact about densities.
We just needed to choose suitable actors for removal and best method was to use actors' betweeness centrality. After removing of only 5% of actors with highest betweeness centrality this large component disconnected into a group of small components. And then we use WCC again to extract all small clusters. In this experiment only these two iterations of WCC were enough to obtain small (local) clusters for further analyses. Additionally the size and density of small clusters from disconnected large component were dependent on number of removed top betweeness actors. We approximated the number (based on the experienced dependency) in order to meet size of "natural" small clusters in C2C LP* -for details see [22] .
Significant Common Local Structures
After visualization of components we can see on Figure 2 common structures disconnected or connected in global structures. Most common components are company centered "star" and "line" components. In graph theory, a star   is the complete bipartite graph  , : a tree with one internal Advanced Analysis of Local Structures in Company Network Martin Repka, Ján Paralič node and k leaves. Alternatively, star can be defined as   to be the tree of order k with maximum diameter 2, in which case a star of k > 2 has k − 1 leaves. We will use term "star" in looser definition as component very similar to real star. In most cases stars connect a company with some other companies as satellites. This structure represents companies which had found many other companies and still preserve limited partnership in them. Due to this fact we can observe one central company and affiliates around it. In some cases two or more companies are creating descendant companies and share limited partnership in them. They share almost the same amount of connections to their neighbors. This share implies close cooperation in "central" companies. Remainders of global structure are visible as part of some kind of lines or paths (extended lines and stars with lines). It was usually part of the bridge which was connecting component to the rest of the network. On these lines many stars may be connected. Line consists mainly from top betweeness actors. New stars are being created from new isolates, or along the lines as result of network growth. Interesting fact is that some stars are remarkable for their complex structure. In many cases they have their own hierarchy. This mirrors the fact that every company has a little bit different strategy of creating own affiliates. Usually such company attracts many satellites or feature many "tree" structures attached. From analyzed components we can also mention, that some previous structure patterns are merging together and create more dense structures. Significant is star with partially complex and partially simple structure, three or more actors centered stars or clusters with k-core in the center.
Conclusively this analysis proved that SCN contains significant local structures. This fact allows us assume that these structures are common in such network and they share structural similarity. Based on this knowledge we will provide next experiments focused on extracting some regular patterns in local structures and we will call this process Local Structure Pattern Mining (LSPM). 
Patterns in Slovak Company Collaboration Network
In step of data selection and transformation (4) on Figure 1 we selected all data from SCRN what means all direct connections between companies (CàC) and connections between persons and companies (PàC). These PàC connections in matter of fact provide indirect connections between companies (intermediated through the person P). In case there exist connection PàC1 and another connection PàC 2 , then C 1 and C 2 are connected indirectly. In SCRN we also have full history of all relationships (connections) between actors. Every connection has its validity dates: "valid from" and "valid to". This feature of data allows us consider aging of all connections and create a better projection of network in "current state" and view data analysis from historical point, like dynamics of network or Company. Due to fact that we have 2-mode network with temporal data, we need to a use a projection of 2-mode network on 1-mode network. In work [26] we defined temporal based projection, which is including all SCRN connections (both direct and indirect) and other specifics of SCRN. After this projection we will retrieve simple homogenous 1-mode network, which reflects the relationship between Slovak companies -Slovak Company Collaboration Network (SCCN). For more information about Projections of Company Network please refer to [26] . SCCN is actually projected (weighted) company to company network (C2C Pr*), which consists of projection of direct connections from SCRN (C2C D) and projection of indirect connections (C2C ID). In block entitled Relevant data (5) on Figure 1 we are referring to these subnetworks independently, because we will examine local structures in comparison to each other (to see what influence direct and indirect connections have on local structures). For this purpose we will describe LSPM as part of the step Data mining and analysis (6) in SCCN (see the overall analytical process in Figure 1) . 
Blockmodeling on local structure
One goal of blockmodeling is to reduce a large, potentially incoherent network to a smaller comprehensible structure that can be interpreted more readily. In work [27] authors developed a generalized approach to blockmodeling and methods where a set of observed relations are fitted to a pre-specified blockmodel. Blockmodeling seeks to cluster units which have substantially similar patterns of relationships with others, and interpret the patterns of relationships among clusters. An extended discussion of generalized blockmodeling can be found in the monograph [17] .
For the purpose of structure identification certain equivalence must be defined. In general, and without surprise, different definitions of equivalence lead to distinct partitions. Authors in the work [28] introduced the first equivalence called structural equivalence. Later in [29] regular equivalence was defined. An appropriate generalization of the equivalence idea is one where each block, of a particular partition, is free to conform to a different equivalence idea. This led researches in [30] and [31] to the definition of several types of connections inside and between the clusters, or in another words, different types of ideal blocks.
The problem of establishing a partition of a network in terms of a considered equivalence is a special case of clustering problem that can be formulated as an optimization problem: determine the clustering C * for which P(C * ) = min ∈ P(C) where C is a clustering of a given set of units U; Φ is the set of all possible clusterings and P ∶ Φ → ℝ the criterion function. The criterion function must reflect the considered equivalence. Criterion function can be constructed: indirectly as a function of a compatible (dis)similarity measure between pairs of units or directly as a function measuring the fit of real blocks induced by a given clustering to the corresponding ideal blocks with perfect relations within each cluster and between clusters according to the considered types of connections (equivalence). In our experiments we used direct approach for solving the blockmodeling problem. We constructed an appropriate criterion function directly and then we used a local optimization algorithm to obtain a "good" clustering solution. Criterion function P(C) has to be sensitive to considered equivalence: P(C) ⇔ C defines considered equivalence. In our experiments we used a function measuring the fitness of real blocks to the corresponding ideal blocks described in [17] , [27] .
Local Structure Pattern Mining
This process includes two technical subprocesses: one process is decomposition of large network (disconnecting of network with good-enough local structure preservation) and another process is local structure pattern detection. In this section we will describe the whole process of LSPM in SCCN as you can see in diagrams on Figure 3 and Figure 4 .
At the start (1) we have our C2C network (any subnetwork of SCCN), then WCC is applied and we obtain first group of weakly connected components (3) . At this point (4) each of components is selected to processing according to its size (in our experiments we used as threshold values ranging from 6 to 16). We throw away very small components (like dyads or bigger) because they have almost no value in analysis of patterns. On the other hand we cannot blockmodel on very big components because of two reasons: we are analyzing local structures (relatively small or medium sized clusters) and blockmodelling is very resource consuming (we are not able to blockmodel on big clusters in real time). Now let's assume we are processing a component with size meeting our defined constraints and we will try to find a pattern in this component. We will consequently try to blockmodel on this component with certain partitioning (p number of partitions). We will start with p=1, which in fact means that we create only one partition (no partitioning of cluster). We provide a blockmodelling (5) and then we count fitness, which is criterion function for fitting to pre-specified blockmodels (as we have p=1, it only finds out if the whole cluster is not a pre-specified block). This is needed to detect strongly connected components, which can be partitioned with maximum fitness using any number of partitions. Decision if current partitioning (partitioning with p partitions) is sufficient is made in step (7) where each partitioning has its sufficient value (in our experiments partitioning 1-6 with sufficient fitness values: 0.95, 0.90, 0.85, 0.8, 0.75 and 0.70). So this means if blockmodelling with fever partitions is sufficient it stops and the process continues further with found pattern. This pattern is evaluated and stored (8) with statistics about number of occurrences, average original cluster size and average fitness reached and then component is removed from all processed components (9) . Now let's go back to step (4) -see Figure 3 . If component is too big or we did not succeeded in finding pattern (blockmodeling) we try to disconnect component (decomposition). In this process we rank all connections by multicriterial method. In this method several measures (edge betweeness centrality, value of shortest path between actors) are considered along with weights (direct and indirect) of the connection. After removal of top connections (in our experiments 5% of connections) component is very probable to disconnect into several smaller components, which are identified in WCC (2) and added to all components (3).
Experiments with LSPM on SCCN
In this section we describe our experiments (EXP1, EXP2) with two subnetworks (C2C D and C2C D&ID) of SCCN and we compare our method with existing approach -Blondel Community Detection (BCD) method (method based on modularity optimization) [32] . Both subnetworks are logically 1-mode undirected weighted networks, where C2C D contains projected connections from direct connections of SCRN and C2C D&ID contains projected connections from all (direct and indirect) connections of SCRN. These subnetworks were sampled from SCCN as you can see in Table 1 .
As C2C D subnetwork 500 random components were selected and size of these components was ranging from 6 to 387 companies. As C2C D&ID subnetwork 1000 random components were selected and size of these components was ranging from 6 to 88 companies. Then both subnetworks had undergone LSPM (EXP1, EXP2) as we described in section 5.2. As we can see in Table 1 for C2C D we succeeded to retrieve 694 results from blockmodeling and from these we analyzed 271 unique patterns. In case of C2C D&ID we were able to retrieve 1303 results, of which 506 were unique patterns. In Table 1 you can see also result from referential experiments (BCD1, BCD2) using existing approach and experiments (EXP1', EXP2') where we replaced decomposition process (see Figure 4) with random network decomposition. This allows us to compare particular approaches. Our approach was able to extract the largest number of suitable local structures and we were able to fit over 36% (EXP1) and 26% (EXP2) of them in the 6 most frequent patterns. Worst result we got with random decomposition, but our modified blockmodeling was still able to fit over 20% of results to the 6 most frequent patterns. This is caused by robustness of CN (a property of scale-free networks). BCD method performed with better results as our method with random decomposition, but it was not able to reach performance of our method with guided decomposition. Most problematic in BCD were over-lapping communities (local structures), where we cannot decide precisely to which community selected actors belong. Other problem was single-scaling of this partitioning, which in our method is suppressed by iterative process (Figure 3) , where we scale blockmodeling to processed local structure (actually we optimize parameters of blockmodeling). In Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Table 2 we can see information about 6 most often occurring patterns from our experiments. In the diagram we can see "Image" representation of results of positional analysis (blockmodeling) from EXP1 and EXP2. Each node of the diagram represents partition and each edge represents connection (strong -continuous line or fair -dashed) between partitions. The size of the node represents relative size of the partition and color represents interconnections within partition. Green nodes represent strongly interconnected partitions (a lot of connections between companies in this partition) and white nodes represent partitions of companies not connected one to another.
In case of EXP1 first two patterns are presenting over 30% of all results. First pattern actually represents "star", where there is connected small group of companies and these companies have connections to the companies in another position. As we can see we obtained the common local structures from LSA (experiment from section 4) as patterns in our LSPM experiment.
In EXP2 first two patterns are presenting only less than 15% of all obtained results, which is a little bit less, than we expected. This is caused by the fact that addition of indirect structure increases complexity and connectivity of local structures. One interesting effect of these indirect connections is that they connect companies in partition, which are not interconnected. That's why we can see simple pattern of one strongly connected cluster as the most occurring pattern from EXP2. It is imaginable that a lot of "stars" from EXP1 changed into strongly connected cluster (up to k-core) with addition of indirect connections in SCCN. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this article we presented proposed and experimentally verified workflow of local structure analysis and local structure pattern mining in the Company network. This workflow can be accustomed to any network with similar density and local dense structures. In this process we briefly presented automatic extraction of acquired positions as structure pattern recognition. The best way to continue our work seems to be an analysis of these local structures, extract and understand the patterns (positions and roles) from them.
